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Abstract
Ozone is a harmful air pollutant at ground level, and its concentrations are routinely measured with monitoring networks. The network design problem aims at determining the optimal positioning of the monitoring stations. In this
study, the background stations of the French routine pollution monitoring network (BDQA) are partially redistributed
over France under a set of design objectives. These background stations report ozone variations at large spatial scale
comparable with that of a chemistry-transport model (CTM). The design criterion needs to be defined on a regular
grid that covers France, where in general no ozone observations are available for validation. Geostatistical ozone estimation methods are used to extrapolate concentrations to these grid nodes. The geostatistical criteria are introduced
to minimize the theoretical error of those geostatistical extrapolations. A physical criterion is also introduced to measure the ability of a network to represent a physical ozone field retrieved from CTM simulations using geostatistical
extrapolation methods. A third type of criteria of geometrical nature, e.g. a maximal coverage of the design domain,
are based uniquely on the distance between the network stations. To complete the network design methodology, a
stochastic optimization method, simulated annealing, is employed in the algorithm to select optimally the stations.
Significant improvement with all the proposed criteria has been found for the optimally redistributed network
against the original background BDQA network. For instance, the relative improvements in the physical criterion
value range from 21% to 32% compared to randomly relocated networks. Different design criteria lead to different
optimally relocated networks. The optimal networks under physical criteria are the most heterogeneously distributed.
More background stations are displaced to the coast, frontiers, and large urban agglomerations, e.g. Paris and Marseilles. The ozone heterogeneous fields are not as well reconstructed from optimal networks under geostatistical or
geometrical criteria as from the optimal network obtained with the physical criterion. The values of the physical criterion for the geostatistically and geometrically optimal networks show deteriorations of about 8% and 17% respectively
compared to that of the physically optimal network.
Keywords: Air quality, ozone monitoring, network design

1. Introduction
Ozone is a harmful pollutant at ground level. Its high
concentrations potentially injure human health, damage
vegetation and material (Seinfeld, 1988; Pleijel et al.,
2007). Ground monitoring networks have been deployed to evaluate the ozone concentrations. Due to
its complex chemical mechanism (Meng et al., 1997)
and the forcing of atmospheric transport, the ozone field
is heterogeneous. This heterogeneity indicates that the
spatial distribution of the monitoring stations could be
optimized. The optimal positioning of the ozone monitoring stations is referred to as the ozone network design
problem.
Email address: Lin.Wu@cerea.enpc.fr (Lin Wu)
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A typical methodology for an ozone network design
problem involves a design criterion, an ozone concentration estimation method, and an algorithm for the selection of monitoring sites. The definition of the network design problem is nevertheless problem-specific.
For example, a dense redundant network might be reduced to save maintenance cost (Nychka and Saltzman,
1998; Fuentes et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2010). Conversely
a sparse network is often sought to be redistributed
or augmented (Nychka and Saltzman, 1998; Rayner,
2004).
A network station has its own spatial scale representativeness of the underlying ozone field. Background
stations, which observe large spatial scale ozone concentrations comparable with ozone fields from the simSeptember 24, 2010

ulations of chemistry-transport models (CTM), are employed in many applications especially for the validation of CTMs. In this paper, we will examine how a selection of the background stations in the French BDQA
(Base de Données sur la Qualité de l’Air) network could
be redistributed to a regular grid over France for a better performance. This is of practical concern at French
operational centers1 .
In our redistribution methodology, we use a geostatistical ozone estimation method (also called kriging)
and a station selection algorithm based on simulated annealing. Both were developed and described in detail in
Wu et al. (2010). The main difficulty is that the design
criteria have to be defined for each regular grid cell of
the design domain where no observations are available
for validation. The design criteria are rather subjective
(Müller, 2007; Abida et al., 2008), although some may
be favored by the physical context. Different criteria
may lead to different optimal networks.
The simplest criterion is a measure of the distance between stations in the network, upon which geometrical
criteria, e.g. the space filling design criteria, can be defined for a better geometrical coverage of the domain
(Nychka and Saltzman, 1998).
Complex criteria can be defined using geostatistical
estimation methods, which are essentially based on the
spatial correlation structure, to extrapolate concentrations to those regular grid cells. Geostatistical criteria,
that seek to minimize the theoretical extrapolation error,
make use of this correlation structure. This is closely
related to the optimum experimental design theory (Fedorov and Hackl, 1994; Müller, 2007). Another set of
popular criteria is defined with the notion of entropy,
in which the reduction of uncertainty given the network
observations is maximized (see Le and Zidek (2006) for
a review).
In the above criteria, the dynamics of the chemistry
and transport of the ozone field are not considered explicitly. In this regard, a third set of criteria, the physical criteria, can be introduced to assess the ability of a
network to reconstruct a reference physical ozone field
from the observations sampled at the network sites. This
reference ozone field can be generated, for instance, as
the simulation output of a chemistry-transport model.
It is of both theoretical and practical value to compare
the optimal networks under different criteria. For instance, Johnson et al. (1990) demonstrate that the space
filling design of minimax type is identical to the geostatistical criterion that minimizes the maximum extrapo-

lation error, if the correlations are supposed to be independent. Under Gaussian assumptions, Lee and Ellis
(1997) show that the kriging and maximum entropy estimators are equivalent, which implies that in some cases
the entropy criterion is identical to the geostatistical criterion.
The main contribution of this paper is to compare
three types of criteria and their impact on the redistribution results, as well as to assess the performance of
the optimal networks for ozone nowcasting. For instance, one could wonder whether geometrical criteria
are good substitutes for physical or geostatistical criteria (Nychka and Saltzman, 1998), and whether geostatistical criteria are good substitutes for physical criteria.
Hopefully, practical instructions for the redistribution of
BDQA background stations can also be learnt from the
theoretical optimization results.
The paper is organized as follows. The network redistribution methodology is presented in Sec. 2, where the
design criteria, the geostatistical ozone estimator, and
the selection algorithm of the background stations are
detailed. Section 3 presents the setup of the redistribution experiment. The redistribution results are compared and discussed in Sec. 4. Conclusions are provided
in Sec. 5.
2. Methodology
2.1. Background stations
An ozone monitoring station provides instantaneous
or averaged observations on ozone concentrations at the
measuring location. According to the local scenarios,
e.g. the emission rates and the meteorological conditions, the monitoring stations have their specific representativeness of a certain spatial scale. This can be
roughly described by the typology of the stations. For
example, in general, rural stations record ozone variations with a spatial scale larger than that of urban stations. By contrast, an industrial station may be highly
influenced by the local emissions, thus its scale representativeness may be less than one kilometer. Simultaneous treatments of observations from stations of multiple spatial scales are far from straightforward (Malherbe
et al., 2008). Nevertheless, it is improper to strictly relate the scale representativeness to the station typology.
For instance, an industrial station at rural region may
behave more like a rural station, when the industrial site
around is less productive or simply shut down.
A typical Eulerian chemistry-transport model computes the concentrations of a set of chemical species by
solving a system of advection-diffusion-reaction equations (see Sportisse (2007) for a review). The evolution
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of the species concentrations depends on many factors,
e.g. the meteorological conditions, emission and deposition rates, and the chemical reactions among species.
In general, the concentrations are computed at a regular
grid defined in a three-dimensional model domain.
For regional applications, the model grid interval is
usually from 5 to 50 km. For a successful fusion of
the information from both the CTM model and observations, the monitoring stations are expected to have comparable scale representativeness. In other words, we are
interested in a subset of network stations, which monitor large scale ozone field and will be referred to as
background stations in this paper.
Yet there is no clear definition for the background
station in the literature. We will select the background
stations among the BDQA stations by their accordance
with the CTM simulations over France. This accordance can be evaluated by the root mean square error
and/or the correlation between the station observations
and the CTM simulations. Note that the model error,
which addresses the model deficiency due to the discretization (thus with unresolved smaller scales), is not
explicitly taken into account.

The spatial correlations determine how the information from observation y is dispatched in the domain by the BLUE analysis. The covariance matrices
Σxx , Σyy , Σxy , Σyx are computed based on an isotropic
diurnal nested model:
− Lh

C (h) = c0,b + σ2b e

h
  i
Σxy = E (x − E[x])(y − E y )T ,
h
  i
Σyy = E (y − E[y])(y − E y )T ,

,

b ∈ Ib ,

(5)

where h is the distance between two sites, C (h) is the
covariance of ozone concentrations between the two
sites, Ib = {0, . . . , nb − 1} is the set of indices of bins
which partition the 24 hours of a day into several intervals of equal time length, and nb is the total number of
bins. Here for each bin indexed by b, Lb is the correlation length, c0,b is the background correlation for long
distances, and σ2b is the a priori variance of the error
field with subtraction of the background influence. The
variance for the field is thus c0,b + σ2b . For hourly bins,
nb equals to 24. Note that in this formula, the ozone
field is assumed to be daily stationary, but time-varying
during the day. The parameters of the covariance model
should be calibrated accordingly.
2.3. Three types of redistribution criteria

2.2. Spatial interpolation
A geostatistical ozone estimation method is employed in our network redistribution problem. The algorithmic details can be found in Wu et al. (2010). The
ozone concentrations are regarded as realizations of a
spatiotemporal random field Z with given means and a
known spatial correlation structure.
Let G = {s1 , . . . , s p } be the set of gauged locations of p monitoring stations, and let U =
{s p+1 , s p+2 , . . . , sn } be the set of ungauged locations of
given regular grid points targeted for redistribution in
the French territory. The ozone concentration vector
h
iT
x = Z(s p+1 ), Z(s p+2 ), . . . , Z(sn ) at ungauged sites U
can be estimated by a best linear unbiased estimator
(BLUE) x̂, which is a linear combination of the observah
iT
tion vector y = Z(s1 ), Z(s2 ), . . . , Z(s p ) at gauged sites
G:
x̂ = E[x] + Σxy Σ−1
(1)
yy (y − E[y]) ,
where

b

The network redistribution problem can be formalized by:
ξ∗ = argmin Ψ(ξ) ,
(6)
ξ

where ξ is a potential network configuration, and Ψ is a
certain scalar criterion. Again, denote G = {s1 , . . . , s p }
as the set of locations of p monitoring stations, and
U = {s p+1 , s p+2 , . . . , sn } the set of locations of the ungauged grid points targeted for redistribution. Let B be
the binary set {0, 1}, ξ ∈ Bn is then the vector that describes the network configuration. The i−th component
ξi of the configuration vector is 1 if site si is included in
the displaced network, otherwise ξi = 0. Let r < p be
the number of stations to be displaced, the configuration
ξ must satisfy the following constraints:
n
X
i=1

(2)

ξi = p ,

n
X

ξi = r .

(7)

i=p+1

Let V1 = {sil |l = 1, . . . , r; il ∈ {1, . . . , p}} the set of
station locations to be displaced, and let V2 = {s jl |l =
1, . . . , r; jl ∈ {p + 1, . . . , n}} the set of targeted sites
for redistribution, then the observation y for spatial interpolations is defined at p points from the set B ≡
(G\V1 ) ∪ V2 , and the estimator x̂ is defined at n − p − r
points from the set A ≡ U\V2 .

(3)

are the covariance matrices. This estimator minimizes
the total variance of the unbiased estimation error ǫ =
x̂ − x. The covariance matrix for the estimation error is
h i
Σǫǫ = E ǫǫ T = Σxx − Σxy Σ−1
(4)
yy Σyx .
3

• A-optimality: the total estimation variance is to be
minimized, that is, f = Tr (Σǫǫ ).

The network redistribution problem is closely related
to the network augmentation problem, in which the network configuration ξ is defined only for U since the
existing network G is fixed.
Three types of criteria can be defined for redistribution at locations where no observations are available for
validation. These criteria are of geometrical, geostatistical, or physical nature. They are described in the following.

• D-optimality: the confidence region of the estimation is to be minimized. This confidence region
(ellipsoid under Gaussian assumptions) can be described by the principal directions of Σǫǫ . The volume of that ellipsoid is proportional to the determiQ
nant of Σǫǫ . In this case, one can choose f = λi
i

where λi is the i−th eigenvalue of Σǫǫ .

2.3.1. Geometrical criteria
When there is little a priori knowledge available on
the statistics and the physical properties of the ozone
field, space filling design methods can be used (Nychka
and Saltzman, 1998). The criteria are uniquely based
on geometrical consideration. For instance, the optimal
network may be expected to uniformly cover the design
domain.
For our network redistribution problem, one geometrically optimal configuration could be
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• E-optimality: similar to D-optimality but the maximal direction of the confidence ellipsoid is to
be minimized, that is, f = max λ, λ ∈ {λi , i =
1, . . . , n − p − r}.
It is easy to adapt f to the diurnal covariance model. For
P

example for A-optimality, f = Tr Σǫǫ,b with b ∈ Ib .
b

Note that Lee and Ellis (1997) show that certain maximum entropy criterion, e.g. the variability-absorption
design, is identical to the D-optimality criterion under Gaussian assumptions. Thus the criterion of Doptimality defined above is a representative of the class
of entropy-based criteria.
The kriging methods are statistical in nature, and
are not truly faithful to the ozone variability owning to
chemistry and physics. The physical properties of ozone
field are accounted for approximately by using diurnal
covariance models. The correlations are approximated
by empirical (calibrated) models. If errors in covariance
parameters are important, the criteria based on kriging
error (variance or covariance) is limited and may result
in antithetical networks compared to those generated
under the criteria aiming at estimating covariance parameters (Zimmerman, 2006). However, in the context
of ozone estimation, it has been found (Fig. 6 in Wu
et al. (2010)) that the kriging is quite robust with different calibrated covariance parameters. Therefore the
limitation of geostatistical criteria is less constraining
for our ozone network design.

where d(·, ·) is the great circle distance between two
points. The minimal distance of the displaced network
is to be maximized, thus the resulting network would
expand and cover the whole design domain.
2.3.2. Minimization of kriging error
The design criteria, that needs to be defined on the
ungauged sites of the regular grid, can be based on the
geostatistical estimation error Eq. (4) (Cressie, 1993).
In our case, the error covariance matrix Σǫǫ for spatial interpolation depends on the network configuration.
Then one demands that the estimation error covariance
Σǫǫ be minimal for the optimal displaced network, that
is,
ξ∗ = argmin f (Σǫǫ (ξ)) ,
(9)

2.3.3. Performance of the ozone field reconstruction
Simulations of chemistry-transport models can provide forecast ozone concentration on the regular ungauged station grid (Reynolds et al., 1973; Russell and
Dennis, 2000), thanks to the numerical modeling of the
pollutant chemistry and physics.
It has been found in Wu et al. (2010) that the CTM
simulations (of 0.25◦ horizontal resolution) are of limited use for kriging with observations from the complete
BDQA network. This is due to the mismatch of the
spatial scales between the CTM and the observations.

ξ

where f is a function that maps a matrix into a scalar.
This function f has different forms under different optimality conditions. We adopt the terminology from
the optimum experimental design theory (Silvey, 1980;
Müller, 2007), in which the the covariance matrix (information matrix) for the estimated parameters is referred to. Note that in our case, the covariance matrix
Σǫǫ is defined for the estimation error as in Berliner et al.
(1999).
We test the following optimality conditions:
4

can escape from a local minimum ξ(i) to a new configuration ξ(i+1) with an acceptance probability (Metropolis
et al., 1953; Kirkpatrick et al., 1983):


Ψ(ξ(i+1) ) − Ψ(ξ(i) ) 


 −
τ
P(ξ(i) , ξ(i+1) , τ) = min 1, e
 , (11)



When observations are taken only from background stations, such limitation could be reduced.
Given an ozone field taken as a reference, one can reconstruct that reference ozone field from sampled ozone
concentrations (of the field) at background stations using spatial interpolation methods. It is expected that a
better network of redistributed background stations has
better ability in representing the reference ozone field.
Then, one redistribution criterion can be defined as the
(hourly) root mean square error () between the reference ozone field and the reconstructed ozone field:

where τ is a global parameter which is an analog of
temperature. Often τ is initially high, and the iterative
process probes large-scale variation of Ψ. When τ decreases according to certain cooling schedule, the iterations search for finer variations. By carefully choosing the cooling schedule, the global minimum can be
approached to some precision which can be arbitrarily
small. We employ the geometric cooling schedule,
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1
2

( x̂k (s) − zk (s))  ,
ξ = argmin 
|T | × |A|
ξ
∗

k∈T ,s∈A

(10)
where | · | denotes the set cardinality, k is the time index
in a given period T , zk (s) is the concentration of the reference ozone field at time k and site s ∈ A, and x̂k (s)
is the corresponding ozone estimation using the spatial
interpolation formula Eq. (1). The values of the observation y for kriging take the reference realizations z(s)
at monitoring sites in B.
This criterion is consistant with statistical indicators
() used in air quality modeling and it is related to
several European air quality standards.
In addition to the CTM simulations, concentration
observations can be obtained by direct measuring of
the ozone field. However, the utility of the observations are limited, because the measurements are in general erroneous and conducted at a given spatiotemporal
scale. Data assimilation algorithms merge the information from both the CTMs and the observations aiming
at a better account of the true ozone field (Elbern and
Schmidt, 2001; Wu et al., 2008). Thus, the assimilation results can also serve as a reference ozone field for
reconstruction.
A third possible reference ozone field can be generated with the kriging results on the sites of U using observation from the location set G of the background stations.
In summary, we will test seven design criteria in this
paper. They are of different nature and can be arranged
in three sets listed in Tab. 1.

τ(k+1) = ατ(k) ,

(12)

where α (0 < α < 1) is a decreasing factor, and usually
k coincides with i.
The new candidates are chosen from the neighborhood of ξ(i) via a flipping procedure. The configuration
ξ(i) is divided into two parts: the first p components for
the monitoring stations, and the last n − p components
for the targeted points. For each part, we randomly flip
one component’s value from one to zero, and randomly
flip another component’s value from zero to one. By
this way, we firstly randomly choose one different station to be displaced, then randomly move this station
to a different targeted point. Note that the constraint
Eq. (7) is automatically satisfied. In practice, the tuning
of the parameters values, especially for the initial and
final temperatures, is necessary to obtain a satisfactory
solution.
3. Experiment setup
3.1. CTM simulation
For this study, the P/P3D model
(Boutahar et al., 2004; Mallet et al., 2007; Sartelet et al.,
2007) is employed. The configurations of the model are
described as follows:
1. raw meteorological data: MM52 fields (resolution
of 12 km × 12 km or 36 km × 36 km, 29 vertical
levels, time step of 3 hours);
2. land use coverage: USGS and GLCF3 land cover
map (14 categories, 1 km Lambert);

2.4. Optimization using simulated annealing
In the network design context, the combinatorial design problem Eqs. (6, 7) can be solved by the simulated
annealing algorithm (van Groenigen and Stein, 1998;
Abida et al., 2008; Abida and Bocquet, 2009; Wu et al.,
2010). In a classical annealing, the optimization process

2 PSU/NCAR
3 Global
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mesoscale model
Land Cover Facility

3. chemical mechanism: RACM (Stockwell et al.,
1997);
4. aerosol: SIREAM (a SIze REsolved Aerosol
Model, Debry et al. (2007));
5. emissions: the EMEP4 inventory, converted according to Middleton et al. (1990);
6. biogenic emissions: computed as proposed in
Simpson et al. (1999);
7. deposition velocities: the revised parameterization
from Zhang et al. (2003);
8. vertical diffusion: the Troen and Mahrt parameterization (Troen and Mahrt, 1986) (in the unstable
boundary layer);
9. boundary conditions: gas and aerosol concentrations from the general circulation model LMDz
(Hourdin et al., 2006);
10. numerical schemes: a first-order operator splitting, the sequence being advection–diffusion–
chemistry; a direct space-time third-order advection scheme with a Koren-Sweby flux-limiter; a
second-order order Rosenbröck method for diffusion and chemistry (Verwer et al., 2002).

Figure 1: Map of the background BDQA Network. The circles indicate the locations of the background stations, and the cross signs show
the locations of the BDQA stations that are not retained as background
stations. The regular tiny points are the targeted candidate locations
for redistribution. These points are the P/P3D model
grid-cell centers within the French territory.

The background stations are observers for the large
scale chemistry-transport phenomena comparable with
the CTM simulations (see Sec. 2.1). For each BDQA
station, we collect its observations of hourly ozone
mean concentrations from 1 June at 0000 UTC to 1
September at 0000 UTC. Then the correlations and
 between those observations and the P/P3D simulations for this given period are
computed. In this paper, background stations are defined as those with correlation larger than 0.70 and with
 smaller than 25 µg m−3 . According to this definition, for summer 2005, there are 190 background stations (shown in Fig 1). Compared with the full BDQA
network, most of the rural stations are picked up as
background stations. The majority of the retained sites
are rural and urban stations. There are also five industrial and one traffic stations in the set of background stations. The stations in south-east and the France-Spain
border tend to be excluded in the network of background
stations, because at these mountainous areas (Alpine
territory), it is difficult to represent a large scale ozone
field. These statistics are consistent with the choice of
BDQA background stations from INERIS5 .

The model domain covers France (metropolitan area,
[5.25◦ W, 41.75◦ N] × [9.25◦ E, 52.25◦ N]) with a 58 × 43
grid of 0.25◦ horizontal resolution (see Fig. 1). The altitude is divided into 9 vertical layers. The tops of the
vertical layers are 30 m, 150 m, 350 m, 630 m, 975 m,
1360 m, 1800 m, 2270 m and 2780 m respectively. The
top layer is high enough to enclose the planetary boundary layer. A time step of 300 s is used.
Ozone concentrations peak during summer, which is
the most risky scenario for human health and crop production. The CTM simulations covers summer 2005
from 20 May at 0000 UTC to 1 September at 0000 UTC.
The initial conditions are interpolated based on the
coarser LMDz simulations. The first 12 days are the
spin-up period, and the simulations after spin-up are
used in the network redistribution problem.
3.2. Background observations
The BDQA (Base de Données sur la Qualité de l’Air)
network is dense for regional applications (information
available at http://www.atmonet.org). There are
678 stations within France. These stations (see Fig. 1)
are located in typologically different areas, such as urban districts and regional areas of cities, industry sites,
and heavy traffic roads.

3.3. Assimilation using optimal interpolation
The information from the CTM simulations and
BDQA observations can be combined by data assimilation algorithms to generate a more realistic ozone field.

4 Co-operative Programme for Monitoring and Evaluation of the
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At one time step, the ozone concentrations computed by
the CTM simulations (denoted as cb ) are adjusted by the
observation vector o, so that the error variance of the
ozone estimation c is minimized. Under the Gaussian
assumptions, a BLUE formula for optimal interpolation
(OI) reads:
c = cb + BHT (HBHT + R)−1 (o − H(cb )) ,

Z̄(si ) =

Ni
1 X
Z t (si ) ,
Ni t=1

(15)

where Ni is the number of observations at site si , Nt is
the number of mutually available observation pairs for
site pair (si , s j ), and Z t (si ) denotes the random variable
for the ozone field at time index t and site si .
When si , s j run on all the available sites, a cloud of
covariance values against the distance can be obtained.
The covariance cloud can then be averaged within continuous regions T (hi ) = [hi − LT /2, hi + LT /2], for
hi = i × LT − LT /2, i ∈ N. Here LT is set to 30 km in
this paper for the regional application. By this way, the
curves of the regionalized covariances can be plotted.
We omit the figures about the covariance clouds and the
regionalized covariance curves, because they are very
similar to Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 in Wu et al. (2008).
Let Θ = [c0,b , σ2b , Lb ] be the vector of unknown
parameters for the nested covariance function C(·) in
Eq. (5). The parameter Θ is determined by solving the
ordinary least-square fitting problem

(13)

where H is the observation operator that maps the ozone
concentration vector to the observation vector, H is the
linear form of H, B is the covariance matrix of the errors in cb , and R is the (assumed diagonal) covariance
matrix of the errors in o. The matrix B is parameterized in Balgovind form, that is, the error correlations
are isotropic and described by the Balgovind function:
− h
f (h) = (1 + LhB )e LB σ2B , where h is the distance between two locations, LB is a characteristic length and
σ2B a background error variance. In this study, the parameters LB and σ2B are set to a priori values as 1◦
and 400 (µg m−3 )2 respectively. The observational error variance takes value of 100 (µg m−3 )2 .
It has been shown in Wu et al. (2008) that, although
relatively simple compared with other advanced assimilation algorithms, OI is an effective assimilation method
for ozone estimation. In this study, only isotropic correlations are considered. Anisotropic considerations
could bring a positive impact, but the improvements are
not significant (Fig. 7 in Blond et al. (2003)). Furthermore, only observations from background stations are
used in this paper, which lessens the need to introduce
an anisotropic correlation model.

Θ∗ = argmin
Θ

Nh 
X
2
b i ) − C(hi )
C(h

(16)

i=1

where Nh is the total number of the tolerance regions,
b i ) is the corhi is the center of the i−th region, and C(h
responding regionalized covariance. For each bin, the
parameter vector Θ is calibrated using the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm. For observations at available
background BDQA stations during summer 2005, the
fitting results for one-hour bins are shown in Fig. 2.
The correlation length L and the variance for the field
c0 + σ2 are smaller at night and peak at noon. This is
also similar to the fitting results with observations from
all BDQA stations but during a shorter period of one
month (Wu et al., 2010).
When Z t (si ) is sampled from the CTM simulations or
the data assimilation results, covariance clouds and regionalized covariances can be obtained in a similar way.
Accordingly the covariance models can be calibrated for
hourly bins. The fitted parameters for these hourly covariance models are shown in Fig. 3. These parameters
clearly demonstrate a diurnal cycle. The parameters of
the covariance model for analyzed ozone field is a compromise between the covariance models for BDQA observations and CTM simulations. Its correlation length
shows a similar pattern to that of the covariance model
fitted to BDQA observations, and its variance is a fusion
of the two other covariance models.

3.4. Kriging over the full domain
A reference ozone field can also be generated by kriging over the full domain U using Eq. (1). We use a
constant mean. The covariance model in use is with
one hour bins and calibrated to the BDQA background
station observations (detailed in Sec. 4.1). The period
for kriging is also taken from 1 June to 1 September in
2005.
4. Results and discussions
4.1. Covariance models and kriging performance
For a given time window T , the covariance for the
ozone concentrations at two sites si , s j within the time
period of a given bin can be estimated by
Nt 
X


e i, s j) = 1
Z t (si ) − Z̄(si ) Z t (s j ) − Z̄(s j ) ,
C(s
Nt t=1
(14)
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Figure 2: The calibrated parameter values with respect to bin indices
for one-hour bins, using the ozone concentrations from the background stations. The unit for the background correlation c0 and the
a priori variance σ2 is in (µg m−3 )2 , and the unit for the correlation
length L is in km.

We evaluate the reconstruction  Eq. (10) with
reference ozone field set to the CTM simulation (criterion PHY-S in Tab. 1) for a large set of randomly
displaced networks. These networks are generated by
randomly displacing a given number of background stations to the regular ungauged grid points within French
territory. The reconstruction  are shown in Fig. 4.
The worst reconstruction  is less than 5 µg m−3 .
This is far inferior to the CTM model error for hourly
ozone concentrations (typically more than 20 µg m−3 ).
This indicates that the kriging method is satisfactory in
reconstructing the ozone field generated by CTM simulations. The covariance model calibrated to BDQA observations is employed for the above evaluation. Two
other CTM related covariance models (see Fig. 3) are
also tested for the same set of random networks. It is
found that the reconstruction  is not sensitive to the
covariance models. The maximal relative  difference is 2% for these random networks. For the background BDQA network (see Fig. 1), the reconstruction
s for the three covariance models are 4.61 , 4.57
and 4.57 µg m−3 .

Figure 3: The calibrated parameter values with respect to bin indices
for one-hour bins. The unit for c0 , σ2 is in (µg m−3 )2 , and the unit
for L is in km. The upper panel (a) shows the results using the reference simulation field. The lower panel (b) shows the results using the
reference assimilation field.

4.2. Results of a reference redistribution optimization
Before carrying out sensitivity studies, we first define a reference redistribution optimization. In this reference algorithmic setting, the parameters for the hourly
covariance model are fitted to the observations from
BDQA background stations. There are only 40 stations
to be displaced to the regular grid of ungauged sites over
8

where d(·, ·) is the great circle distance. The distance
∆(Ba , Bb ) is a scalar that roughly measures a geometrical difference between two networks Ba and Bb .
Another global measure on the discrepancy between
Ba and Bb for a given region D is to compute the difference of their coverage for each site s ∈ D (Saunier
et al., 2009). The coverage of a network B at s can be
estimated by the number of the network stations located
within a circle centered at s of radius RD . Let us denote
this coverage number as λB (s). The coverage difference
δλBa ,Bb (s) = λBa (s) − λBb (s), s ∈ D

provides a smooth discrepancy between two networks
Ba and Bb . The map of this smooth discrepancy describes the spatial difference (local augmentation or depletion of stations) between networks. In our case, D
is the regular ungauged grid over France, and the probe
radius RD is set to 75 km. Eventually an average of the
absolute coverage difference
1 X
|δλBa ,Bb (s)|
(19)
Λ(Ba , Bb ) =
|D| s∈D

Figure 4: The reconstruction s for the kriging with randomly and
optimally displaced networks. The reference ozone field is generated
by CTM simulations. For each given number of stations to be displaced, 100 random networks are generated for evaluation. The error bar shows the standard deviation in reconstruction  for these
random networks. The centers of the error bar are the means of the
reconstruction s. The squares shows the reconstruction s of
optimal networks against the given number of stations to be displaced.
The algorithmic setting for optimization is detailed in Sec. 4.2.

serves as another scalar measure of the difference between two networks.

France. A geometric schedule is employed with annealing rate set to 0.9999. The criterion for redistribution
is chosen to be the reconstruction  of the reference
ozone field generated by CTM simulations (PHY-S in
Tab. 1).
The optimal reconstruction  for the reference setting is 3.121 µg m−3 . A relative 28% improvement in
the reconstruction  is obtained through optimal redistribution compared with the case of the background
network without redistribution. The resulting map of
the redistributed network is shown in Fig. 5a. The
clustered stations tend to be moved to the regions with
sparse network coverage, e.g. the south-east France and
the frontier area between France and Spain. In these
areas, there are lacks of background stations. Target locations in these large regions are uniformly distributed.

4.3.2. Sensitivity to simulated annealing and covariance models
In this section, we test the sensitivity of the redistribution results to the algorithmic settings. Five additional redistribution experiments are performed; each
one with a single alternating parameter different from
the reference algorithmic setting in Sec. 4.2. These alternative parameters are either about simulated annealing or about the nested covariance model.
Figure 5 describes the setting details (read the caption) and shows the resulting redistributions with both
reference and the five alternative algorithmic settings.
The optimal reconstruction  for the five alternative algorithmic settings (b–f) are 3.139 , 3.159 , 3.126 ,
3.152 and 3.132 µg m−3 respectively. The maximal relative difference in reconstruction  for these alternative algorithmic settings against the reference setting
(3.121 µg m−3 ) is 1.2%. The maps of the redistributed
networks with all the six algorithmic settings show a
very similar pattern. The resulting redistribution is only
slightly sensitive to the covariance model and the annealing setting. Some target locations for the displacement are even identical near country borders.
In the following, if not mentioned, the optimizations are performed using the covariance model fitted
to BDQA data (Fig. 2) with the slow annealing rate
(0.9999).

4.3. Sensitivity of the design to algorithmic settings
4.3.1. Discrepancy between two networks
The discrepancy between two different networks
needs a quantitative definition, so that the interpretation
of the optimization results could be better approached.
A geometrical distance between two networks, say Ba
and Bb , has been introduced by Nychka and Saltzman
(1998) as
∆(Ba , Bb ) = max min d (sa , sb ) .
sa ∈Ba sb ∈Bb

(18)

(17)
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Figure 5: The maps of the redistributed networks obtained with the reference and alternative algorithmic settings, in which 40 background stations
are displaced. Each alternative setting (b–f) has one changed factor compared with the reference setting (Sec. 4.2). The setting (b) employs a faster
annealing rate 0.9993. The setting (c) chooses a different seed for the random number generation needed in simulated annealing. The setting (d) has
a different initial network from which start the iterations. The parameters of the covariance model in the setting (e) are set to those fitted with the
CTM simulations (Fig. 3a), and in the setting (f) the covariance model is fitted to the assimilation results (Fig. 3b). The circles show the remaining
stations, and the cross signs show the locations of the stations chosen to be reallocated. The squares indicate the new locations of these chosen
stations.
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4.3.3. Sensitivity to the redistribution criteria
The maps of the redistributed networks under the
seven criteria listed in Tab. 1 are shown in Fig. 6.
The optimal network under the geometrical criterion
MAXMIN is uniformly distributed to cover the French
continental territory. The optimal networks under
the geostatistical criteria are less uniform because of
smaller correlations in between distant stations. The
optimal networks generated under criteria STAT-A and
STAT-E are very similar. By contrast, the optimal
network under criterion STAT-D are more evenly distributed than its two counterparts, since the volume of
the confidence ellipsoid defined by the estimation error
covariance matrix Σǫǫ are minimized, whereas the other
two criteria assign more weights to the main direction
of the confidence ellipsoid.
The optimal networks under the physical criteria are
more heterogeneous than the above two catalogues of
optimal networks. It is reasonable because the reference ozone field itself is heterogeneous. More stations
are allocated around coast, frontiers, and large urban agglomerations, e.g. Paris and Marseilles, so that the high
and uncertain ozone concentrations at these regions can
be better represented. The assimilation of concentration observations would render the reference ozone field
more realistic and increase the ozone variation around
the uncertain regions compared with the plain CTM
simulations. As a result, the clusterings of stations at
the uncertain regions are more evident in the optimal
network with assimilation results as reference field (criterion PHY-A; Fig. 6a) than that with CTM simulations
as reference field (criterion PHY-S; Fig. 5a).
When the reference ozone field is generated via kriging using ozone observations from all the background
stations (criterion PHY-K; Fig. 5b), the new locations
remain close to those of the original background stations, which are the best candidates in reconstructing
this reference field.
We list the performance of the resulting optimal networks under the seven criteria in Tab. 2. For any criterion, the network with the best performance is the optimal network obtained under that criterion. The optimal network under criterion PHY-K remains close to
the original background network and performs the worst
under other criteria. The geometrically optimal network
under criterion MAXMIN is the most uniformly distributed and performs second worst under other criteria.
The optimal networks for the other two physical criteria PHY-S and PHY-A perform similarly under other
criteria. The optimal networks for the three geostatistical criteria also perform similarly.

Figure 7: Map of smooth discrepancy between optimally redistributed
networks under criteria PHY-S and MAXMIN.

The optimal networks under geostatistical or geometrical criteria perform poorer for the representation of the
heterogeneous ozone field. The values of the reference
physical criterion PHY-S for the geostatistically and geometrically optimal networks increase by about 8% and
17% respectively with respect to that of the physically
optimal network. Therefore, for complicated design objectives, e.g. those related to the heterogeneity of the
ozone field, the physical criterion may be more appropriate than the geostatistical or geometrical criteria.
The geometrical distance Eq. (17) and the average
coverage difference Eq. (19) between these seven optimal networks are computed and listed in Tab. 3. The
optimal networks under criteria MAXMIN and PHY-K
have larger distances (or differences) with other optimal
networks. This is reasonable since the two optimal networks are either the most uniform or the most heterogeneous among the seven optimal networks.
Figure 7 shows the map of the smooth discrepancy
Eq. (18) between the optimal networks under criteria
PHY-S and MAXMIN. It can be clearly observed that
more stations are displaced to the south-east coast and
the frontier area near Spain for the optimal network under PHY-S. Note that there are slightly more stations
around Paris for the optimal network under criterion
MAXMIN. The number of stations to be displaced for
this case is set to 40, which is not large enough to break
the station clustering around Paris.
4.3.4. Sensitivity to the number of stations to be displaced
In this section, we evaluate the impact of the number
of stations to be displaced on the design results. The cri11

Figure 6: The maps of the redistributed networks under different criteria. Here 40 background stations are displaced. The settings for the covariance
model and simulated annealing are same as those in the reference algorithmic setting (Sec. 4.2). The criteria (a–f) are detailed in Tab. 1 in Sec. 2.3.
The circles show the remaining stations, and the cross signs show the locations of the stations chosen to be reallocated. The squares indicate the
new locations of these chosen stations.
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terion is chosen to be PHY-S. The reconstruction s
of the optimal networks against the number of displaced
stations are shown in Fig. 4. The relative improvements
in reconstruction  range from 21% to 32% as compared to the random networks. As expected, with more
stations displaced, one observes improvement in the reconstruction . However, there are no obvious improvement beyond 100 displaced stations. On the contrary the improvement seems to diminish.
This might be explained by the differences in the
sites’ locations between the BDQA network from which
the stations are drawn to be moved, and the regular grid
of targeted sites for relocation. Since there is a minimal
distance between these grid points, there will also be a
minimal kriging error when interpolating from gauged
grid points to ungauged points on the grid. The error
could be smaller than this minimal threshold if gauged
sites are set within grid cells. In fact, a significant fraction of the BDQA stations are located in the grid cells,
and a few of them are crucial for the interpolation and
may have locations which are better candidates than the
targeted grid points for kriging. Beyond 100 relocated
stations, it seems that part of these crucial stations are
being relocated to worse sites (grid points), which starts
degrading the global performance.
The maps of optimally displaced networks with different number of displaced stations are shown in Fig. 8.
When a few stations are displaced, the new locations
tend to be in the regions of heterogeneous and uncertain
ozone concentrations, e.g. the coast, the frontiers, and
the large urban agglomerations. When more stations are
displaced, the new locations result from a balance between the ozone heterogeneity and the coverage of the
design domain.

Figure 9: The maps of the optimally redistributed network under the
reference criterion (reconstruction performance of the CTM simulations) adjusted by the population density. The population density is
interpolated to the grid of the design domain. The dark regions have
larger populations. The maximal population density is 1.93 million
per grid cell at Paris. The logarithm of the population density data
are plotted for a clear contour shape. Here 40 background stations are
displaced. The circles and the cross signs show the remaining and displaced stations respectively. The squares indicate the new locations.

where w(s) is the population density at grid point s, and
W is the total population in the complete design domain
U or in the estimation domain A ⊂ U. With this new
criterion, the regions with large population are given
more importance in the optimization. This addresses
the fact that the emissions are closely related to the human activities and that the exposure to the air pollution
at populated regions would have more social and economic impact. Whether the population is summed over
the complete or the estimation domain makes little difference since the size of the set of displaced stations V1
is much smaller than the size of the set of estimation
points A.
The map of the optimal redistributed networks under
this new criterion is shown in Fig. 9, in which the reference ozone field is taken to be the CTM simulation. It
is clear that, under this criterion, the stations tend to be
displaced to the regions with large population (Île-deFrance and Vallée-du-Rhône regions). Note that there
are still many stations moved to the regions with lower
population density. This is necessary for a reasonable
reconstruction of the reference ozone field.

4.3.5. Population density as an additional constraint
Other spatial constraints may also be taken into account in addition to the three sets of criteria introduced
in this study, such as the local population density and the
cost of the stations. This can be considered as a multiobjective network design, but detailed investigations on
this matter are beyond the scope of this paper. However, we conduct a preliminary study by incorporating
the local population density in our criteria.
The physical criterion Eq. (10) is adjusted to take into
account the local population density at any point in the
domain U:


1
ξ = argmin 
|T | × |A| × W
ξ
∗

X
k∈T ,s∈A

 12

w(s) (x̂k (s) − zk (s))  ,
2


(20)
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5. Conclusion
We have developed a methodology for the relocation of the BDQA background stations that monitor

Figure 8: Maps of optimally displaced networks. The number of displaced stations are 20, 60, 100, 140 respectively. The circles show the remaining
stations, and the cross signs show the locations of the stations chosen to be reallocated. The squares indicate the new locations of these chosen
stations.
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large spatial scale ozone properties comparable with the
scales probed by an Eulerian chemical and transport
model. This methodology relies on kriging methods for
ozone estimations, on a set of redistribution criteria, and
on a selection algorithm based on simulated annealing.
The kriging performs very well in the reconstruction of
the reference field generated by CTM simulations.
The monitoring network redistribution problem turns
out to be quite different from the reduction problem
studied by Wu et al. (2010) because it requires estimating pollutant concentrations on sites where no observations are available for validation.
Three sets of design criteria have been defined in the
design domain (a regular grid) where no observations
are available for validation. These criteria are of geostatistical, physical or geometrical nature. Significant
improvements on the performance for all those criteria have been achieved through optimal redistribution of
the original BDQA background stations. For instance,
the relative improvements in the value of a reference
physical criterion range from 21% to 32% compared to
the randomly relocated networks. Moreover, we have
shown that this improvement saturates beyond 100 relocated stations. The optimal redistribution results have
been found to be very little sensitive to the algorithmic
setting, e.g. the annealing rate and the parameters of the
covariance model.
The optimal redistributed networks under different
criteria have been shown to be quite different. For example, the optimal networks for the physical criteria
are more heterogeneous (adapting to the heterogeneous
ozone reference field) than those for the other two sets
of criteria. The values of the reference physical criterion (root mean square error of the reconstructed hourly
concentrations) increase by about 8% for the geostatistically optimal networks and by 17% for the geometrically optimal networks, as compared to the minimum of
this reference physical criterion obtained for the physically optimal network. Therefore, for complicated design objectives, e.g. those related to the heterogeneity of
the ozone field, the physical criterion may be more appropriate than the geostatistical or geometrical criteria.
Note that the design efficiency (computational aspect) is
not considered as a factor for choosing design criteria in
this paper.
For all the optimally redistributed networks, stations
from the clusters of background stations tend to be
moved to the regions with sparse network coverage.
For the optimal networks under physical criteria, more
background stations are displaced to the coast, frontiers,
and large urban agglomerations, e.g. Paris and Marseilles. The optimal network under the geometrical cri-

terion is the most uniformly distributed. By contrast, the
optimal networks under geostatistical criteria are less
uniform because of small correlations in between distant points.
In this study, errors of the model and of the observation were not taken into account. However, by selecting
the background stations, we have reduced the representativity error, which is part of model error. These error
terms are absent in our design criteria. An ongoing subject is to incorporate the posterior error covariance matrix, which is a natural output of the data assimilation
scheme (Wu et al., 2008), into the design criteria.
The topographic constraints in complex mountain/littoral areas make them difficult to be associated
with large scale ozone patterns. This renders the interpretation of the redistribution of stations to these areas
less transparent. The optimal target locations in these
areas could be better evaluated with nested higher resolution CTM models. The use of observations in these
complex area will be a key point to better represent more
complex ozone field at finer spatial scales.
We have also attempted to extend this study to other
pollutants, such as PM10 , or NO2 . However the absence
of clear long-range correlations, or that are at best not
as prominent as for O3 , gives little hope of a straightforward generalization of the schemes presented here that
rely on geostatistical interpolation.
As a step forward, the augmentation of a sparse network is an affordable issue. The methodology of network redistribution can be adapted to this context, since
both need the criteria defined at locations where no observations are available. The network design based on
multiple criteria is another topic worth further investigations (Reed et al., 2003). The network design in this
case will result from a balance of many criteria, e.g. the
proposed criteria in this paper, the constraint of population density, and the minimization of the cost of the
network construction or maintenance.
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Table 1: Brief description of the seven design criteria tested in this paper.

Name
PHY-S
PHY-A
PHY-K
STAT-A
STAT-D
STAT-E
MAXMIN

Type
Physical
Physical
Physical
Geostatistical
Geostatistical/Entropy
Geostatistical
Geometrical

Description
Reconstruction  with CTM simulations.
Reconstruction  with analyzed field.
Reconstruction  with kriged field.
Kriging error minimization under A-optimality condition.
Kriging error minimization under D-optimality condition.
Kriging error minimization under E-optimality condition.
Space filling criterion of maxmin type.

Table 2: Performance of the resulting optimal networks under all the seven criteria listed in Tab. 1. These optimal networks are obtained under
their corresponding criteria (plotted in Fig. 5a and Fig. 6 respectively). Each row shows the performance of all the resulting optimal networks with
respect to the criterion listed in the first column of that row. Note that the values of the criteria STAT-D and STAT-E are in exponential notation,
and only the significand parts are kept in this table.

Criterion
PHY-S
PHY-A
PHY-K
STAT-A
STAT-D
STAT-E
MAXMIN

Net-PHY-S
3.16
3.49
2.09
7.84
8.93
1.68
29.3

Physical
Net-PHY-A
3.20
3.45
2.06
7.86
8.94
1.66
27.8

Net-PHY-K
4.25
4.77
1.65
8.44
8.99
10.2
13.4

Net-STAT-A
3.39
3.76
2.01
7.75
8.93
1.16
48.2

Geostatistical
Net-STAT-D
3.40
3.70
1.99
7.83
8.92
1.87
37.7

Net-STAT-E
3.46
3.85
2.38
7.86
8.96
1.11
39.3

Geometrical
Net-MAXMIN
3.70
4.10
2.84
8.11
8.99
2.79
62.2

Table 3: Discrepancy between the optimal networks under different criteria. The seven optimal networks are detailed in Tab. 2. The geometrical
distance Eq. (17) and the average coverage difference Eq. (19) are computed between networks.

Net-PHY-S
Net-PHY-A
Net-PHY-K
Net-STAT-A
Net-STAT-D
Net-STAT-E
Net-PHY-S
Net-PHY-A
Net-PHY-K
Net-STAT-A
Net-STAT-D
Net-STAT-E

Net-PHY-A
66.02

0.808

Net-PHY-K
151.2
132.7

Geometrical Distance
Net-STAT-A Net-STAT-D
53.18
61.44
53.18
56.09
50.09
61.44
53.25

Average Coverage Difference
1.337
0.959
0.865
1.317
1.044
0.863
1.099
1.098
0.915
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Net-STAT-E
54.02
53.18
52.01
51.51
58.87

Net-MAXMIN
63.40
68.90
63.81
63.40
63.40
63.40

1.155
1.163
1.283
0.876
1.098

1.241
1.259
1.157
1.214
1.050
1.132

